Note: Underground services have not been surveyed or plotted. Contractors must undertake Dial before Dig search and review prior to excavation.
Earth Mound indicative shape. Batters extend beyond Earth Mound
Gravel Trailer Parking
Possible future lookout
Repair Existing Stairs (approx location)
Existing fence to be removed
Backfill, grade and shape old drains
Reshape existing swale
Existing swale to be removed
Reshape existing swale
Reshape existing swale
Ø300
Bollards 3.6m with chain
Existing swale to Pit 5/1
Pit 5/1
Gravel overlay existing shoulder to create informal gravel parallel car parking

Remove existing fence and replace with isolators and chains at 3.6m spacings
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Bollards and chain at 3.6m spacings

Remove existing fence and replace with isolators and chains at 3.6m spacings

Bollard and chain at 3.25m spacings

Remove existing fence and replace with bollards and chains at 3.6m spacings
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Gravel overlay existing shoulder to create informal gravel parallel car parking

Repair Existing Stairs (approx location)
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Bollards 3.6m with chain
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MORTARED ROCK ENDWALLS
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Ch: 188.2
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Bollards and chain at 3.25m spacings

Bollards and chain at 3.6m spacings
Earth Mound indicative shape. Batters extend beyond Ch: 340, Ch: 360, Ch: 380. Existing fence to be removed. Backfill, grade and reshape old drains Ø300. Reshape existing swale GP, JP.